Speech and Debate Materials for 2018-19


Provide great models of argumentation



Spark ideas for research, speeches, cases



Help novices overcome the hurdle in starting their preparation



Keep up with the arguments that other schools are presenting



Easy to use, high quality evidence



Be Ready for Upcoming Tournaments

 POLICY-CX, PUBLIC FORUM, AND LD EVIDENCE
 Debate and IE Textbooks, Dictionary of Forensics
 EXTEMP MATERIALS!

Prepared by some of the finest minds in forensics


James “JT” Taylor, Coach of NDT Champions, CEDA Champions



Eric Robinson, Quarterfinals, CEDA National Championship



Serena Fitzgerald, NPTE 7th speaker and NPDA Octafinalist



Matt Stannard, Coach of NPTE Champions, NDT Qualifiers, CEDA Late Elims



Kathryn Starkey, NPTE Elims, 10th Speaker National Championship



Matt Gomez and Jeffrey Horn, NDT Quarterfinalists

West Coast Publishing
www.wcdebate.com
jim@wcdebate.com
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All West Coast products are in digital format exclusively.

You receive an emailed attachment or login information for online downloads from our
webpage: www.wcdebate.com

ULTIMATE PACKAGE

ALL FIVE sets for your team! With this deeply discounted package, you
receive:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

ALL Policy-CX evidence
ALL LD evidence
ALL Public Forum Debate evidence and Extemp (NewsViews) materials
Online BDB Textbooks for Debate and IEs
IE Text-Newsviews Set

Savings of $305+!!! (Price $595)

TRIPLE PACKAGE
Choose three sets for your team. Pick the three sets you most want and save
$190+! (Price $485) Example three sets you might choose: Policy-CX, LD, and BDB Textbook
sets.

DOUBLE PACKAGE

Choose two sets for your team. Pick the two sets you most want and save! (Price
$375) Example two sets you might choose: Policy-CX and LD sets.
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The Sets
Policy-CX Set

The Policy-CX Set provides hundreds of pages of evidence for this year’s
topic. You get the Affirmative, Negative, September Supplement, October-March plus May Updates
and all of the West Coast backfiles relevant to THIS YEAR’S topic. PLUS, you get the 5 West Coast
Theory handbooks. You can download the Microsoft Word documents and print or use paperless! Plus, you get

arguments to respond to theory and kritikal arguments that many coaches and debaters confront in contemporary
debate. With the THOUSANDS OF PIECES OF evidence provided by the Policy Evidence Set, and you have an
amazing evidence resource!

LD Set

The LD Set provides at least 300 tagged and highlighted evidence on each and
every NSDA and UIL LD Topic with topic analyses and evidence. These Microsoft Word
documents are easy to access on our web page and very useful. Plus, you get PhilosopherViews with
access to detailed information about philosophers, traditional and contemporary, including

overviews of their thoughts, arguments you can use from their works, and bibliographies with citations to the most
relevant and helpful materials. You also get files on over 180 different LD topics covered
including Oppressive government, due process versus truth, death penalty, spirit versus the letter of the law, truth
seeking versus privilege, victimless crime, gender equity, nation building, due process versus homeland security, and
capitalism versus socialism.

PublicForum-Extemp Set

This is a fantastic resource for your Extempers and Public Forum Debaters, as
well as Parliamentary and Congress Debaters. NewsViews provides pro and con
arguments on very current issues and is useful for your entire team especially extemporaneous and

impromptu speakers, parliamentary and public debaters, congress advocates, discussion leaders, junior statesmen
and women, and Model UN participants. The NSDA has approved NewsViews for use in Extemp Prep. West Coast
Public Forum files provide a topic overview, pro evidence and con evidence. They are a great way to get
started on the Public Forum debate topics.

BDB Debate & IE Textbook Set



Policy-CX Debate
Parli Debate

LD Debate
Individual Events

Public Forum Debate
Dictionary of Forensics

This textbook set is an amazing education resource. For Policy debaters, your

students learn about plans, advantages, disadvantages, counterplans, kritiks, topicality and move them on to the
most advanced strategies and arguments that exist in debate today. LD debaters will learn values, criteria,
contentions, as well as advanced strategies using philosophical perspectives, framework arguments and kritiks.
Public Forum debaters will learn case construction, crossfire, rebuttal, and summary skills.

Parliamentary debaters learn how to construct cases and arguments during preparation time, how to
make and respond to points of information and points of order, refute, and engage in rebuttals. You get fantastic teacher
materials for each form of debate with handouts, lesson plans, example syllabus, and more. You also receive The Prepbooks
which give each of your students actual articles and evidence to prepare cases and arguments on topics they debate. THE TEXTBOOKS

AND PREPBOOKS ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE FOR YOU AND YOUR STUDENTS TO VIEW AND YOU CAN PRINT AS
MANY AS YOU WISH—FOR YOUR ENTIRE CLASS AND TEAM! You get training for Policy-CX debate, Lincoln-Douglas
debate, Public Forum Debate, Parli Debate, and Individual Events. Students learn at their own pace, you can augment your
class time with Breaking Down Barriers, and it is even better for after-school programs.

IE Speaking Textbook and Extemp Set


Individual Events

Dictionary of Forensics

Newsviews Extemp Articles

You get the fantastic textbook for teaching individual events including extemporaneous speaking,
impromptu speaking, persuasion/oratory, informative/expos, after dinner speaking, editorial commentary,
and interpretation performance. PLUS you get the Dictionary of Forensics providing explanations of all the
key terms in speech and debate. AND you get the Newsviews articles publishing twice a month for most of
September through March. A GREAT COMBINATION FOR IE-SPEAKING CLASSES/PROGRAMS.
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BDB Debate and IE Textbook Set
Huge Cost Savings versus regular textbooks



You and all of your students will be able to access, view and print the Textbooks as Adobe Acrobat files on a web page.
You and all of your students will be able to access the Prepbooks as Word documents. You and your students can view,
download, edit, and print the Prepbooks.

DEBATE TEXTBOOKS




BDB: Policy CX Debate
BDB: Public Forum Debate

BDB: LD Debate
BDB: Parli Debate

Written by Jim Hanson, in total, over 600 pages of material

Offering instruction in all four of the primary types of high school
debate, these textbooks are the cutting edge. Featuring new examples,
illustrations, photos and layout, these books keep student interest. They feature even clearer
step by step instruction and new advanced chapters. For Policy debaters, your students learn about

plans, advantages, disadvantages, counterplans, kritiks, topicality and move them onto the most advanced
strategies and arguments that exist in debate today. LD debaters will learn values, criteria, contentions, as well as advanced strategies
using philosophical perspectives, framework arguments and kritiks. Public Forum debaters will learn case construction, crossfire,
rebuttal, and summary skills.

Parliamentary debaters learn how to construct cases and arguments during preparation time, how to

make and respond to points of information and points of order, refute, and engage in rebuttals. THE TEACHER MATERIALS provide
amazing lesson plans and handouts. You get a course syllabus, daily schedule, tips on judging, critique sheets, activities, games, and more.
The Teacher Materials give you the handouts and knowledge you need to make your class a success. These books are a must have for

any teacher of a class or after school Policy, LD, Public Forum, or Parli debate program!

BDB PREPBOOKS



Policy-CX Prepbook
Public Forum Prepbook

Over 250 pages of materials Jim Hanson

LD Prepbook
IE Prepbook
Parli Prepbook

The Prepbooks make teaching easier and directly prepare your novice
students to debate at their first tournament! FOR POLICY: You get amazing tips on the

topic, topic analysis, affirmative case ideas, negative strategies, search terms to use when you go to the library, and
more. You also get over 100 pieces of real evidence on THIS YEAR’S POLICY TOPIC that your students will use to
write an affirmative case and answers to that case, practice refutation and rebuilding argument skills, and to prepare arguments for and against
disadvantages, counterplans, and kritiks for that case, plus definitions for making topicality arguments. You also get answers and tips for the
Prepbook. FOR LD: You get great step by step exercises for preparing cases, values, criteria, etc. Use the evidence to setup practice
refutation, rebuttal and full practice debates. FOR PUBLIC FORUM: You get great materials to prepare your public forum case and to
learn how to prepare each month when the topic is announced. Students prepare for refutation and rebuilding of arguments. FOR PARLI:
You get case outlines and arguments for use during preparation time. You get topics to use for debates. You get practice prompts for use in
activities for preparing for different parts of debating. Use Prepbook handouts for class lectures—e.g. “how
You also
to prepare an affirmative” and “how to respond to topicality arguments.” This will be your most valued debate
teaching resource. YES—STUDENTS CAN DO THEIR WORK ELECTRONICALLY or REGULAR PRINT AND
receive the
TURN IT IN TO YOU. YOU CAN MODIFY THE PREPBOOKS FOR YOUR OWN ACTIVITIES/EXCERCISES.

BDB: IE-PUBLIC SPEAKING TEXTBOOK SET

Dictionary of
Forensics!

117 pages, 12 Chapters Jim Hanson with Diana Thompson, Nicholas Thomas, and Katie Imbeau

This is a great way to teach individual events. Rather
than tired generic descriptions of public speaking, this book provides
the critical tools to choose a winning topic, to prepare great extemp files,
to cut interp pieces the right way, and so much more to help students
succeed. Chock full of examples, tips, stories, pictures and details on all of the key

individual events, you and your students will benefit greatly from a book that finally teaches
individual events as they are practiced rather than from stuffy principles that someone else
thinks are important. The book covers extemp, impromptu, persuasion/oratory, informative/expos, after dinner
speaking, editorial commentary, and interpretation (duo, poetry, prose, serious and humorous dramatic, and
thematic combinations such as programmed oral interpretation).

The IE-Public Speaking Set is GREAT for IE only squads.
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The Policy-CX Set

includes

Affirmative Evidence

Over 590 pieces of tagged and highlighted evidence, Complete Affirmative Cases with
Responses to Disadvantages, Counterplans, and Kritiks

The Affirmative evidence will give your students a head start on THIS YEAR’S
TOPIC. The handbook includes a strong set of case arguments that ALL affirmatives can use plus
FIVE specific, developed Affirmatives THAT INCLUDE RESPONSES TO ALL KEY ARGUMENTS.
Our NATIONALLY COMPETITIVE, EXPERT RESEARCHERS provide outstanding materials and we HAVE
VIGOROUS HIGH STANDARDS FOR OUR EVIDENCE. We provide topic analysis with great ideas for
affirmative cases and arguments.

Negative Evidence

Over 600 pieces of tagged and highlighted evidence, Case Responses, Disadvantages,
Counterplans, Topicality arguments and Kritiks with full extension evidence, Definitions

The Negative evidence includes responses to key affirmative case arguments on THIS

YEAR’S TOPIC. There are responses to the West Coast affirmatives and to key affirmative arguments, plus

disadvantages, kritiks, counterplans, and topicality arguments. We FOCUS ON NEGATIVE STRATEGIES so our
NATIONALLY COMPETITIVE EXPERT RESEARCHERS will work to provide a set of arguments you can use to run
against the best affirmative cases. We offer argument and strategy tips for the negative plus definitions with topicality
shells.

September Evidence
Over 450 pieces of tagged and highlighted evidence! FOCUS ON WINNING AFFIRMATIVE
AND NEGATIVE STRATEGIES with evidenced disads, counterplans, and case extensions.
POSTED BY SEPTEMBER 10.

The September Supplement keeps your students up-to-date because we
prepare against the positions that teams are arguing at institutes! This will not be random evidence. We

carefully edit the supplement to assure as best as possible you have the positions you need to win against the key
arguments the top teams will be running! Researched by people deeply involved in the topic—a fantastic evidence
resource!

October to May Evidence Updates

Seven updates with at least 120 pieces of tagged and highlighted evidence (Oct through
March plus May), posted to our web page for you to download by the 12th of each month.

The Oct-May Policy Updates are the best way to keep up with the latest scenarios,

cases, disadvantages, and more. We rely on the latest information we hear from the circuit AND FROM
YOUR RESEARCH REQUESTS TO provide quality, up-to-date evidence each month. These updates are
very useful for beating late breaking cases and arguments.

Theory Blocs and Backfiles

The Policy Set features all of West Coast’s relevant files from our previous evidence, and all of our theory
blocks. You can download the Microsoft Word documents and you are ready to debate! You are going to

get materials on Levinas, Identity politics, activism, irony, and much more to prepare students to respond to the latest
unusual strategies. You’ll have arguments about “A-spec,” “reverse voter,” intrinsic permutations, dispositionality, and
conditionality. Couple that with all of the great evidence on this year’s topic—and you have an amazing evidence
resource!
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The LD Set

includes

The LD Set provides at least 300 pieces of tagged and highlighted pieces of
evidence on each and every NSDA and and 270 pieces of tagged and highlighted
pieces of evidence on each UIL LD Topic used plus definitions and topic analyses.
These Microsoft Word documents on the LD Files web page are easy to find and very useful. Plus, you get
Philosopher and Value Files with access to detailed information about
philosophers, traditional and contemporary, including overviews of their thoughts, arguments you can use from
their works, and bibliographies with citations to the most relevant and helpful materials plus dozens and dozens of
arguments for and against common values. You also get LD Topic files with over 180 different

LD topics covered including Oppressive government, due process versus truth, death penalty, spirit versus the

letter of the law, truth seeking versus privilege, victimless crime, gender equity, nation building, due process versus
homeland security, and capitalism versus socialism.

NSDA LD Topic Files

The minute the NSDA announces the LD topic, you have ready access
to a topic analysis, definitions, affirmative and negative case, and
supporting arguments. That’s because we prepare all ten NSDA LD topics ahead of time.
th

Within three days, you get a supplement file. And, by the 12 day after the topic announcement, you
receive an excellent additional topic specific file. We provide at least 300 pieces of tagged and highlighted
evidence on each and every NSDA topic. This is a great way to be prepared.

Texas UIL LD Topic Files

Within days of the UIL LD topic announcement, you have a starter
file. Within 12 days, you have a full, topic specific file. The full, topic specific
file has an analysis of the featured topic with tips on strategies, definitions of the terms in the topic, and
potential affirmative and negative cases, values and philosophies you can prepare. Plus, there is an
affirmative and negative case. At least 270 pieces of tagged and highlighted evidence.

Philosopher and Value Files

999 pages of all of our very popular Philosopher series in one easy to search
document. Use the material for understanding key philosophers and for integrating into your cases and analysis

of the current topic. PhilosopherViews includes discussions, evidence, and suggested readings on the
traditional as well as the most innovative names in philosophy including Noam Chomsky, Jonathan Glover,
Mumia Abu-Jamal, Angela Davis, Vandana Shiva, and Gustavo Esteva plus Immanuel Kant, Alexandra Kollontai,
Molefi Asante, Simone De Bouvoir, French feminist and existentialist, Aristotle, Kenneth Burke, Judith Butler, Jacques
Derrida, Martin Luther King Jr., Arne Naess, Henry David Thoreau, Malcolm X, Robert Nozick, Rousseau, James
Baldwin, Betty Friedan Escobar, James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, the Anti-Federalists, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
John Dewey, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin Roosevelt, Tom Hayden, Howard Zinn, Joseph Nye, Ralph Nader, Lani
Guinier, Theda Skocpol, bell hooks, Peter Singer, Havel, Levinas, Aristippus, Epicurus, Spinoza, Hildreth, Sidgwick, Prichard, Russell, Caso,
Adler, Skinner, Ayer, Goodman, Baier, Illich, Williams Lifton, Nietzsche, Edward Said, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Che Guevera. 745 pages of
our evidence on values such as statism, democracy, pragmatism, libertarianism, animal rights, courts for social progress,
international law, technology, eco-feminism, non-violence, human rights, original intent, equality, growth, animal rights, eco-centrism,
communicative democracy, deontology, social order, justice, growth, liberalism, anarchism, economic justice, denial of death, deontology
versus utilitarianism, lifestyle versus social anarchism, literature as a source of values, Marxism and post-modernism, misanthropy and Earth
First!, Native American Sovereignty, participatory economics, personal responsibility, rational choice theory, modernization, teleology, realism,
and truth.

LD Topic Files

This web page features evidence and arguments from the latest and our past LD
Topic Supplements. These Microsoft Word documents on our LD web page are easy to find and very useful.

OVER 180 DIFFERENT TOPICS ARE INCLUDED IN our LD files including Oppressive government, due process versus
truth, death penalty, spirit versus the letter of the law, truth seeking versus privilege, victimless crime, gender equity,
nation building, due process versus homeland security, and capitalism versus socialism. More and more get added
each year to this invaluable tool for your LD research and preparation.
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Public Forum-Extemp Set includes
Extemp NewsViews Magazine
GREAT FOR EXTEMP. Unlike traditional Newspaper and
magazine articles, NewsViews addresses the issues head-on as an arguer would.

On the 12th and 27th of each month (Sept, Oct, Nov, Jan, Feb, and once in Dec, Mar,
and May), we will provide the pro and con on U.S. policy toward ISIS, climate change
regulations, police-community relations, the economy, and the most salient important issues in
the news. NewsViews is useful for your entire team especially extemporaneous and impromptu
speakers, parliamentary and public debaters, congress advocates, discussion leaders, junior
states participants, and Model UN participants. Each essay is clearly written, well supported with
multiple citations, and provides analysis key to understanding and arguing the issue raised.
Whether the issue is the current state of the stock market or the political turbulence in the
Middle East, our articles will provide the key arguments for and against the various positions on
the issue. You will be able to print the NewsViews and integrate them into your Extemp file or
easily electronically file them. Every student on your team will benefit from the latest information on domestic and international
affairs. NewsViews discusses the issues from multiple perspectives and with multiple voices and opinions. Our goal is to
provide a comprehensive set of arguments on the most important domestic and international issues facing our society.
NewsViews is researched by an outstanding staff of former and current nationally competitive extemp speakers
and debaters.

NewsViews has been approved by the NSDA for tournament Extemp competition.

Public Forum Files
A starter Public Forum File is posted within days of the topic
announcement, then a full file is provided 12 days after the
topic is announced. What a great resource for your Public Forum debaters. Featuring
an insightful and helpful topic analysis followed by a pro case and con case, each with
supporting arguments and responses to opponent cases. Our researcher focuses on the CORE,
CASE issues—not tangential material. The evidence is given full citations, clear full sentence
tags, and is properly and fully underlined. This is on-topic material which is exactly the objective
of Public Forum Debate—to discuss current events in a way that public audiences would find
engaging and relevant.

The Ultimate Package
The best deal—save $305+

Give your students every resource we have for high school
speech and debate programs.
Policy-CX Evidence
LD Evidence
Public Forum Evidence

Debate and IE Textbooks
Extemp NewsViews

Sample our products ONLINE!
www.wcdebate.com
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West Coast Publishing Order Form
1. Check the items you want

2. State info for sending material
Name ________________________________________________

____

Ultimate Package

School ________________________________________________

includes ALL 5
SETS: 1) Policy, 2) LD, 3) PublicForum-Extemp, 4) BDB Debate and
IE Textbook Sets; 5) IE Public Speaking-Extemp Set $595 (save
$305+).

____ Triple

Address ______________________________________________
City, State, Zip _________________________________________

Package

includes three Sets you choose
$485 (save $190). Below, check the 3 Sets you want.

____ Double

Email _________________________________________________

Email address is required. PLEASE write it very clearly.

Package includes two Sets you choose

NOTE: Please keep us up-to-date with your
correct email address so that we can send you

$375 (save $75). Below, check the 2 Sets you want.

____ Title I Schools Package includes a robust set of our

what you ordered.

Policy-CX, LD, PubForum, Extemp, and Textbook materials (email
Jim at jim@wcdebate.com for details). $195.

GETTING YOUR FILES: Individual files are sent via email. For
Packages and Sets, we email you with easy access on our web
page. Orders made in Jan and Feb for Sets/Packages receive
access to materials until June 30 of the calendar year. Orders
made in Mar through Dec for Sets/Packages receive access to
materials through June 30 of the next calendar year.

____ Policy-CX Set

includes all of the below policy-cx evidence plus theory
books and 1000s of pages of key backfiles, $245 (save
$80)
____
____
____
____

Affirmative Evidence file, $65 each
Negative Evidence file, $65 each
September Evidence file, $65 each
Oct-March plus May Evidence files, $130 each

3. Send Your Order with Payment
Pay with check? Just mail this form with check payable
to West Coast Publishing; 7701 Fairway Ave. SE Unit 101;
Snoqualmie WA 98065 (new address).

____ LD Set

Includes all of the below LD products including ALL NSDA
UPDATES AND ALL UIL UPDATES for the year, 999 pages
on philosophers, 745 pages on values, AND evidence and
analysis on over 180 LD topics, $225 (save $170)
__ Sept-Oct NSDA LD Supp ($65)

__ Jan-Feb NSDA LD Supp ($55)

__ Nov-Dec NSDA LD Supp ($55)

__ Mar-Apr NSDA LD Supp ($55)
__ June NSDA LD Supp ($55)

__ Fall UIL LD Supp ($55)

__ Spring UIL LD Supp ($55)

includes novice topic materials

There is no sales tax as this is a research service.

Pay where we bill/Purchase Order? Just send this
form and the purchase order form/number.
MAIL TO: West Coast Publishing
Our
Address!

OR FAX TO: 877-781-5058
OR EMAIL TO: jim@wcdebate.com

____ Public Forum-Extemp Set
includes the two below products, $225 (save $105)

NO PO? Include billing address on a separate sheet if you
do not include a PO.

____ PublicForumFiles, pro-con topic evidence for each Public Forum
debate topic Sept-Oct, Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, June, $165
____ NewsViews Extemp Essays with citations on 8 of the latest news
issues on the 12th and 27th the weeks of Aug 27-Nov 27 and Dec 27-Mar
12 plus May 27; great for Extemp, $165

There is no sales tax as this is a research service.
Purchase Orders/Billing: please add 10% to total.

Pay with Credit Card? Instead of this form, use our

____ BDB Debate & IE Textbook Set

You and all of your students can view and print these Breaking Down
Barriers electronic textbooks: THE BDB Policy-CX, LD, Public Forum, and
Parli Debate Textbooks plus the IE Textbooks and THIS YEAR’S Prepbooks
plus Teacher Materials plus the Dictionary of Forensics are JUST $225.
Add it to another set for $150 or less.

___ IE

Public Speaking-Extemp Set

Includes BDB IE Public Speaking Textbooks, Dictionary of
Forensics, and Newsviews for Extemp. $215 (save $45)

__ IE Textbooks includes teacher materials and Dictionary of
Forensics. $95

The Ultimate Package is the best deal.
SAVE $305 and get ALL Policy-CX, LD, Public Forum,
Extemp NewsViews, plus Debate and IE Textbooks

7701 Fairway Ave. SE Unit 101
Snoqualmie WA 98065

online store link at our web page: www.wcdebate.com
All of our products are electronic documents.
RETURN POLICY: Once you have purchased a product,




there is no refund. We will work to make sure you have
access to the materials you have purchased.


There is no sales tax as this is a research service.
This includes Washington state schools—no sales tax.

Order Online? www.wcdebate.com
Questions? E-mail Jim Hanson at
jim@wcdebate.com
Fall 2018 Brochure

